REM Meeting

April 7th, 2023
9:00AM-9:30AM: In Person Networking
9:30AM-11:30AM: Meeting

Southern Methodist University (SMU)
Great Hall in Prothro Hall, 5901 Bishop Boulevard, Dallas, TX 75205
OR
Microsoft Teams Meeting

❖ Welcome and Introductions
  ● Samantha Pickett, REM Chair

❖ Presentations
  ● Highway-Rail Grade Crossing for Public Safety - Roland Glenister; Railroad Safety Inspector, Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)
  ● Simulation Table Demonstration - Shelby Payne; Executive Associate, Sam Houston State University (SHSU)

❖ Discussion
  ● Regional Transit Preparedness Group - Chance Huxtable, Emergency Preparedness Specialist, Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART)

❖ Member Comments or Updates
  ● NCTCOG Updates
  ● NWS Updates
    • Amanda Schroeder, Senior Service Hydrologist
  ● TDEM Updates
  ● University of North Texas

❖ Team Building Activity
  ● Pictionary

❖ Next Meeting:
  ● Friday, June 9th - Texas Baptist Men, Dallas, TX